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ASIAN COUNTRIES
Japanese Yen 2.754
Indian Rupees 4.513
Pakistani Rupees 2.891
Srilankan Rupees 2.052
Nepali Rupees 2.825
Singapore Dollar 220.560
Hongkong Dollar 39.008
Bangladesh Taka 3.864
Philippine Peso 6.492
Thai Baht 8.506

GCC COUNTRIES
Saudi Riyal 80.560
Qatari Riyal 83.290
ani Riyal 787.552
Bahraini Dinar 805.230
UAE Dirham 82.552

ARAB COUNTRIES
Egyptian Pound - Cash 32.600
Egyptian Pound - Transfer 34.519
Yemen Riyal/for 1000 1.217
Tunisian Dinar 143.290
Jordanian Dinar 427.160
Lebanese Lira/for 1000 2.020
Syrian Lira 2.161
Morocco Dirham 31.568

EUROPEAN & AMERICAN COUNTRIES
US Dollar Transfer 303.050
Euro 338.200
Sterling Pound 440.480

CURRENCY BUY SELL
Europe

British Pound 0.432045 0.441045
Czech Korune 0.004473 0.016473
Danish Krone 0.041278 0.046278
Euro 0.0331274 0.0339274
Norwegian Krone 0.032213 0.037413
Romanian Leu 0.086932 0.086932
Slovakia 0.009037 0.019037
Swedish Krona 0.032305 0.037305
Swiss Franc 0.297808 0.308008
Turkish Lira 0.097745 0.108045

Australasia
Australian Dollar 0.212050 0.223550
New Zealand Dollar 0.199235 0.208735

America
Canadian Dollar 0.226438 0.234938
US Dollars 0.298950 0.303450
US Dollars Mint 0.299450 0.303450

Asia
Bangladesh Taka 0.003415 0.003989
Chinese Yuan 0.044520 0.048020
Hong Kong Dollar 0.037000 0.039750

Indian Rupee 0.004190 0.004580
Indonesian Rupiah 0.000018 0.000024
Japanese Yen 0.002658 0.002838
Kenyan Shilling 0.003117 0.003117
Korean Won 0.000244 0.000259
Malaysian Ringgit 0.069744 0.075744
Nepalese Rupee 0.002888 0.003058
Pakistan Rupee 0.002695 0.002975
Philippine Peso 0.006338 0.006618
Sierra Leone 0.000067 0.000073
Singapore Dollar 0.216731 0.222731
South African Rand 0.013297 0.021797
Sri Lankan Rupee 0.001675 0.002255
Taiwan 0.009189 0.009369
Thai Baht 0.008157 0.008707

Arab
Bahraini Dinar 0.797277 0.805277
Egyptian Pound 0.028016 0.033134
Iranian Riyal 0.000084 0.000085
Iraqi Dinar 0.000190 0.000250
Jordanian Dinar 0.423430 0.430930
Kuwaiti Dinar 1.000000 1.000000
Lebanese Pound 0.000152 0.000252
Moroccan Dirhams 0.020864 0.044864
Nigerian Naira 0.001250 0.001885
Omani Riyal 0.780723 0.786403
Qatar Riyal 0.082529 0.083742
Saudi Riyal 0.079927 0.080877
Syrian Pound 0.001284 0.001504
Tunisian Dinar 0.140711 0.148711
Turkish Lira 0.097745 0.108045
UAE Dirhams 0.081584 0.082733
Yemeni Riyal 0.001370 0.001450

Rate for Transfer Selling Rate
US Dollar 303.300
Canadian Dollar 233.050
Sterling Pound 444.115
Euro 338.010
Swiss Frank 302.715
Bahrain Dinar 802.390
UAE Dirhams 82.820
Qatari Riyals 84.035
Saudi Riyals 81.560
Jordanian Dinar 427.255
Egyptian Pound 34.058
Sri Lankan Rupees 2.066
Indian Rupees 4.518
Pakistani Rupees 2.888
Bangladesh Taka 3.859
Philippines Pesso 6.492
Cyprus pound 577.690
Japanese Yen 3.745
Syrian Pound 2.375
Nepalese Rupees 3.820

Malaysian Ringgit 74.915
Chinese Yuan Renminbi 46.515
Thai Bhat 9.460
Turkish Lira 102.630

Canadian dollar 232.940
Turkish lira 103.340
Swiss Franc 306.270
Australian Dollar 221.680
US Dollar Buying 301.850

GOLD
20 Gram 246.450
10 Gram 126.150
5 Gram 63.920

KUWAIT: GCC equity markets were back in the
red after three consecutive months of sus-
tained rally that was largely led by improving
oil prices. Although oil prices broadly contin-
ued on its upward trend reaching almost USD
50/b during May-16, markets took a breather
on the back of profit booking on key stocks
ahead of Ramadan and summer vacations.
Performance remained largely negative for
most of the month, for almost all of the equity
markets in the GCC with Saudi Arabia register-
ing a decline of 5.3% by the end of the month,
behind Abu Dhabi (-6.5%) and Qatar (-6.4%)
exchanges. Trading activity in the region also
witnessed a steep decline, led by UAE and
Qatar resulting in a decline of almost USD 3 Bn
in total value traded during May-16.

Internationally, equity markets remained
largely stable with the MSCI World Index
almost flat month-on-month. Equity markets
in Asia and Emerging Markets declined,
whereas US and European markets strength-
ened, partially offsetting the broad decline. In
a key development, Federal Reserve Chair
Janet Yellen said that a near term hike in US
Fed rate is possible, highlighting improving
economic conditions in the US. The rate hike,
that could happen in months, as per the com-
ment, would be driven by expectations of con-
tinued improvement in the job market and the
overall economy. The comment led to a surge
in the USD, pushing it close to a 2-month high
against a basket of currencies.  It is pertinent
to note that a strengthening USD has an
opposite impact on the oil market which in
turn affects GCC markets. This coupled with
the outcome of the OPEC meeting on 2-June-
16 in which oversupply concerns and produc-
tion curbs (or a possible freeze) would take
center stage, would determine the direction of
the market in the near term, although trading
activity is expected to remain subdued due to
the onset of Ramadan.

Kuwait Stock Exchange 
KSE indices declined during May-16 in line

with the rest of the GCC markets, however, the
decline was smaller than most of the other
major markets. The KSE Weighted Index
declined by 2.4% during the month, whereas
the KSE Price index recorded a positive return
of 0.2%. Investors primarily sold large cap
blue-chip stocks that saw positive returns dur-
ing the recent months. This was also reflected
in the 4.3% decline in the KSE 15 Index. In
terms of trading activity, total volume traded
during the month declined by almost 25% to
2.9 Bn shares as compared to 3.9 Bn shares
during April-16. Total value traded also
declined, but at a much lower rate of 11.1% to
KWD 246.0 Mn as compared to KWD 276.7 Mn
during the previous month. 

In terms of sector performance, almost all
of the major sectoral indices ended in the red
zone led by the Financial Services index that
sank 6.5%, whereas the Banking index
declined by 3.1%. All the listed Kuwaiti banks
recorded negative returns during the month
with NBK recording the highest decline of 6%,
followed by Burgan Bank and Gulf Bank with a
monthly decline of 5.8% each. The Telecom
Index declined by 1.3% as positive returns for
Ooredoo and Hits Telecom were more than
offset by 1.4% fall in Zain and an 8.8% fall in
shares of Viva Kuwait. 

The monthly gainers chart was topped by
Danah Alsafat Foodstuff with a return of
63.6% after the company reported profits of
KWD 2 Mn for Q1-16 as compared to KWD
0.03 Mn during Q1-15. Human Soft Holding
and Kuwait National Cinema followed on the
gainers chart with returns of 48.4% and

41.4%, respectively. In terms of value traded,
NBK topped the monthly chart with KWD 29.4
Mn worth of shares traded during the month,
followed by Agility and KFH with KWD 16.4
Mn and KWD 16.1 Mn worth of shares traded
during the month. 

Earnings announcements for Q1-16 con-
cluded during the month with a net profit
decline of 4.3% to KWD 496.2 Mn, as com-
pared to a total net profit of KWD 519.8 Mn
during Q1-15. Major sectors that witnessed a
drop in corporate profitability included
Financial Services, Real Estate, Bank and
Insurance, whereas Healthcare, Telecom and
Oil & Gas sectors saw increase in earnings. The
decline in Banking sector profitability was pri-
marily on the back of a fall in Q1-16 earnings
for NBK, due to a one time gain during Q1-15. 

On the economic front, central bank data
showed that the country is stepping up debt
issuances in order to finance budget deficit
caused by the decline in oil revenues. By mid-
May, the government had issued almost KWD
600 Mn of bonds and Islamic tawarruq in
almost equal proportion since the start of the
new fiscal year from 1-April-16. As a compari-
son, the government had issued KWD 350 Mn
during the first calendar quarter of 2016.
During the month, the government also
announced its intention to continue investing
in key projects with an estimated outlay of
KWD 34.5 Bn in the next five years. The pri-
mary aim is to increase the country’s oil pro-
duction capacity to 4 mb/d as compared to
the current 3 mb/d.

Saudi Arabia 
After three consecutive months of positive

returns and being the best performing market
in April-16, the Tadawul stock exchange wit-
nessed one of the steepest declines in the
GCC during May-16, with the TASI declining
by 5.3% during the month. The index broke
the 6,400 level on 30-May-16 but bounced
back on the last trading day of the month to
close at 6,448.4 points. The May-16 decline

further pushed YTD-16 declines to 6.7% just
ahead of Qatar and Bahrain markets. In fact,
an oil price of USD 50/b also failed to lift
investor sentiments in Saudi Arabia as
investors continued to book profits after short
term rallies within the month. 

Sector performance also reflected the mar-
ket weakness with almost all of the sectoral
indices witnessing monthly declines (Media
and Energy indices were the only positive per-
forming sectors albeit with marginal monthly
returns of 1.95% and 1.3%, respectively). The
sectoral index monthly decline was led by
Hotels & Tourism Index that declined by 11.7%
with all the four stocks in the index declining

during the month followed by the Real Estate
Index with a 10% decline which also saw steep
declines in individual stocks. 

The Banking index plunged -7.4% with all
the banks reporting negative returns for the
month as banks continued to reel under mar-
gin pressure amid declining liquidity and eco-
nomic slowdown. In a related development,
the Saudi Central Bank denied any intention of
altering its exchange rate policy and said that
the currency was under pressure due to mar-
ket speculation. The Petrochemicals index wit-
nessed a relatively smaller decline of 2.7% as
the decline in SABIC (-3.9%) and a majority of
the other stocks in the sector was partially off-
set by positive returns in five stocks. Shares of
YANSAB got a late month boost after the com-
pany announced increase in quarterly divi-
dends. Shares of Sahara Petrochemical was
also up by 5.7% after SIPCHEM (-1.54%)
announced plans to revive its aborted merger
plan with Sahara.

In terms of trading activity, Saudi Arabia
was amongst the only two markets that
recorded positive growth in value traded dur-
ing the month primarily due to the three extra
trading days as compared to April-16. Monthly
value traded increased marginally by 0.3% to
SAR 118 Bn although average daily value trad-
ed declined to SAR 5.1 Bn as compared to SAR
5.9 Bn during April-16. Alinma Bank (-8.7%)
topped the monthly value traded chart with
SAR 1.1 Trillion worth of shares traded during
the month followed by Saudi Kayan and Dar Al
Arkan Real Estate with SAR 363 Mn and SAR
296 Mn worth of shares traded during the
month. The monthly volume of shares traded
declined by 8.9% to 6.1 Bn shares as compared
to 6.7 Bn shares during the previous month.
The monthly gainers chart was topped by
Fawaz Abdulaziz Al-Hokhair (+20.6%) whereas
the newly listed Al Yamamah Steel Industries
stood third on the list with a return of 11.9%.

The decliners list was dominated by Insurance
stocks with Salama (-25.4%) topping the chart
followed by Saudi Re (-20.3%) and UCA (-19%).

Abu Dhabi Securities Exchange 
After remaining in the green on YTD basis

up until April-16, ADX General Index gave up
its gains in May -16. The index receded the
most during the month in the GCC losing 6.5%
to end the month at 4250.20 points. Banks and
Financials, followed by Telecoms, Energy and
Real Estate were the sectoral indices, which
contributed most to the drop in the ADX index.
Banks and Financials plunged by over 7.7% for
the month of May -16, followed by Energy and

Telecoms which declined by over 6.3% and
5.5% respectively.  National Bank of Abu Dhabi
was the worst performing large cap bank
declining by over 12% for the month, followed
by ADCB, which went down by 9.7%, while FGB
lost significant ground as well, declining by
8.5% for the month of May-16. Eshraq
Properties was the worst performing amongst
real estate players declining by 8.1%, while
Aldar also moved down by 3.3% for the month.
Insurance remained the only sector which

closed in the green for the month, albeit it mar-
ginally, with m-o-m gains of 1.4%. 

In major Q1-16 earnings announcements
that were released during the month of May-
16, Aldar Properties posted a revenue growth
of 4.2% in Q1-16 to reach AED 1.23 Bn, com-
pared to AED 1.18 Bn from the same period
during the previous year.  The company
recorded net profit of AED 653.95 Mn in the
first quarter of 2016, a rise of 14.6% from AED
570.7 Mn in the same period last year. Retail
major,  Agthia Group recorded revenues
amounting to AED 485.9 Mn in Q1-16, a rise
of 11.7% from AED 434.9 Mn in Q1-15. The
company posted a y-o-y growth of 14% in its
profits for the first quarter as net profits
reached AED 67.5 Mn in Q1-16, compared to
AED 59.2 Mn in Q1-15. 

In ratings related action during the month,
Moody’s confirmed Abu Dhabi’s long-term
issuer ratings at Aa2, assigned a negative out-
look and affirmed the short-term issuer rating
P-1. The key driver behind keeping the rating
stable is ascribed to Abu Dhabi’s large fiscal
buffers in the form of diversified offshore
investments, which is expected to support
economic and fiscal resilience during a period
of lower oil prices and subdued growth. 

International Fish Farming Co. topped the
monthly gainers chart with a monthly return
of 29% followed by Abu Dhabi National
Insurance & Sharjah Group Co. with gains of
20% and 11.1%, respectively. On the decliners’
side, National Marine Dredging Co. led, with a

decline of 24.2%, followed by Sudan Telecom
and Al Khazna Insurance Co. with declines of
16.7% and 16.3% respectively.

Qatar Exchange 
The QE 20 index remained in the red for the

second consecutive month in May-16, declin-
ing by over 6.3% m-o-m, and ending the
month at 9538.77 points. Post the decline the
index is amongst the worst performing indices
YTD declining by 8.5%. The Qatar All share
index declined by a lower 5.89% for the
month, closing at 2673.73 points. All sectoral
indices lost ground during the month, as the
declines were led by the Telecom and Real
Estate indices. 

The Telecom index witnessed declines of
over 10.4% for the month of May-16, followed
by Real Estate which receded by over 8.4% m-
o-m. Both telecom names in the index,
Ooredoo (-10.6%) & Vodafone (-10%) regis-
tered double-digit declines and contributed to
the fall in the index. Barwa Real Estate was the
key laggard, which pulled down the Real
Estate index, as the stock plunged by over
10.3% as compared to the previous month,
while large cap Ezdan fell by 8.1% m-o-m. The
financials pack consisting of Banking &
Finance and Insurance also witnessed signifi-
cant declines for the month of May-16, as the
Banks & Financials Services index receded by
5.3%, while the Insurance index declined by a
higher 7.7% m-o-m. 

In terms of top gainers for the month,
Medicare Group gained the most during May-
16, as its share price witnessed a jump of 10%.
GISS followed with gains of 8.5% m-o-m fol-
lowed by Al Ahli United Bank, which wit-
nessed an increase of 5% m-o-m. The laggards
for the month were led by Ooredoo which
posted double-digit declines for the month,
declining by 10.6%. Barwa Real Estate fol-
lowed, and along with Qatari Investors Group,
Widam, and Qatar Cinema registered m-o-m
declines of over 10%. 

In ratings sovereign ratings action, Moody’s
confirmed the Government of Qatar’s long-
term issuer and senior unsecured debt ratings
at Aa2 and assigned a negative outlook.
Moodys mentioned that despite the negative
effect from a protracted period of low oil
prices on the country’s economy, government
finances and external strength, the sovereign’s
overall credit profile remains consistent with
the rating assigned. In corporate ratings
action, Fitch Ratings has affirmed Ooredoo’s
Long-term Issuer Default Rating (IDR) at ‘A+’
with a Stable Outlook. 

The rating affirmation is reportedly
ascribed to the continued strength of
Ooredoo’s links with the State of Qatar, which
directly and indirectly owns 69% of Ooredoo.
The implied state support reportedly under-
pins the rating and offsets risks associated
with diversification into weaker rated emerg-
ing markets, slowing sector growth and M&A.
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